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From the Corner of His Eye
Though Opal was only fourteen when she was forced to move out on her own, she
put her own dreams aside and made the best of her situation. She married young,
had kids right away, and worked hard for a living. Though she overcame extreme
circumstances, Opal insisted that there was nothing special about her, other than
no matter how hard things got, she just kept on going. Join Opal in Theresa ElderRhine's novel based on her own life experiences,Opal through the Eye of the
Storm.Just as Opal did, you'll learn what it's like to strike out on your own for the
first time. You'll find out what it means to find happiness, only to lose it in a
moment. You'll discover what it's like to feel truly alone. But most importantly,
though everything seems hopeless, you'll know what it's really like to love
someone and have that love in return.

Through the Eye of a Needle
A sweeping intellectual history of the role of wealth in the church in the last days of
the Roman Empire Jesus taught his followers that it is easier for a camel to go
through the eye of a needle than for a rich man to enter heaven. Yet by the fall of
Rome, the church was becoming rich beyond measure. Through the Eye of a
Needle is a sweeping intellectual and social history of the vexing problem of wealth
in Christianity in the waning days of the Roman Empire, written by the world's
foremost scholar of late antiquity. Peter Brown examines the rise of the church
through the lens of money and the challenges it posed to an institution that
espoused the virtue of poverty and called avarice the root of all evil. Drawing on
the writings of major Christian thinkers such as Augustine, Ambrose, and Jerome,
Brown examines the controversies and changing attitudes toward money caused
by the influx of new wealth into church coffers, and describes the spectacular acts
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of divestment by rich donors and their growing influence in an empire beset with
crisis. He shows how the use of wealth for the care of the poor competed with older
forms of philanthropy deeply rooted in the Roman world, and sheds light on the
ordinary people who gave away their money in hopes of treasure in heaven.
Through the Eye of a Needle challenges the widely held notion that Christianity's
growing wealth sapped Rome of its ability to resist the barbarian invasions, and
offers a fresh perspective on the social history of the church in late antiquity.

Through the Eye of the Storm
“Hey, yo, Jim . . . This is Sylvester Stallone. Give me a call . . .” It was these words
that would set Jim Peterik on the road to rock ’n’ roll immortality. After he and his
Survivor bandmates recorded “Eye of the Tiger” for the Rocky III soundtrack, the
song would go on to earn a Grammy, an Oscar nomination, reach triple platinum
status—and become one of the most recognizable tunes in music history. But
there’s much more to the story of Survivor and its founding member, Jim Peterik,
than meets the eye. As one of the most prolific songwriters of his generation,
Peterik has cowritten songs with some of the most famous bands and artists of our
time, including 38 Special (“Caught Up in You,” “Hold on Loosely”), Sammy Hagar
(“Heavy Metal”), The Beach Boys, The Doobie Brothers, REO Speedwagon, Cheap
Trick, and many more. Now, for the first time, Peterik is sharing his stories. Filled
with tales from Peterik’s life in rock ’n’ roll, Through the Eye of the Tiger
documents his early days of success with The Ides of March (“Vehicle”), through
the often torturous power struggles within Survivor, and the giddy highs that
accompany a trail of worldwide hits. From going to a party in Led Zeppelin’s hotel
room (and turning right back out the door) to escorting a disoriented Janis Joplin
back to her hotel room after opening her show in Calgary, Peterik’s accounts will
surprise and delight. Through the Eye of the Tiger is more than just a memoir of a
songwriting legend; it’s a classic rock ’n’ roll story told through the eyes of
someone who has lived through it all—and through the Eye of the Tiger.

Following Jesus Through the Eye of the Needle
Threads of Life
Young adults from around the world travel to San Diego, California, coincidently
meet and become lifelong friends. Each one has a dream and they help each other
pursue that dream.

Through the Eye of a Needle
An inspirational story of a man who overcame obstacles and challenges to achieve
his dreams. In an accident in 1980, Limbie, a healthy young man, was reduced to a
quadriplegic. Read through his fears, sorrow, hope and courage in this heart-open
honest book.

Through the Eye of the Shaman
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“Hey, yo, Jim . . . This is Sylvester Stallone. Give me a call . . .” It was these words
that would set Jim Peterik on the road to rock ’n’ roll immortality. After he and his
Survivor bandmates recorded “Eye of the Tiger” for the Rocky III soundtrack, the
song would go on to earn a Grammy, an Oscar nomination, reach triple platinum
status—and become one of the most recognizable tunes in music history. But
there’s much more to the story of Survivor and its founding member, Jim Peterik,
than meets the eye. As one of the most prolific songwriters of his generation,
Peterik has cowritten songs with some of the most famous bands and artists of our
time, including 38 Special (“Caught Up in You,” “Hold on Loosely”), Sammy Hagar
(“Heavy Metal”), The Beach Boys, The Doobie Brothers, REO Speedwagon, Cheap
Trick, and many more. Now, for the first time, Peterik is sharing his stories. Filled
with tales from Peterik’s life in rock ’n’ roll, Through the Eye of the Tiger
documents his early days of success with The Ides of March (“Vehicle”), through
the often torturous power struggles within Survivor, and the giddy highs that
accompany a trail of worldwide hits. From going to a party in Led Zeppelin’s hotel
room (and turning right back out the door) to escorting a disoriented Janis Joplin
back to her hotel room after opening her show in Calgary, Peterik’s accounts will
surprise and delight. Through the Eye of the Tiger is more than just a memoir of a
songwriting legend; it’s a classic rock ’n’ roll story told through the eyes of
someone who has lived through it all—and through the Eye of the Tiger.

Opal Through the Eye of the Storm
Animal stories have been handed down through the rich oral traditions of over five
hundred distinct American Indian languages and cultures, offering understanding
about and guidance to the natural and social worlds. The fiction and poetry
gathered in this collection honor these traditions, retelling and reshaping
traditional narratives, at once recalling their ancient wisdom and renewing their
spirit in new contexts.

Through the Eyes of a Child
Dr. Robert Ghost Wolf is not a singular formulated thought. God is the truth in all
thought. There are those who would challange your right to live in the freedom of
Being. They would try to pull you back into the murk and mire, only to justify their
own struggles with owning their self-truth and worth. Daring to have your very own
thought makes you different. It makes you in many ways the "Outcast" the "Misfit"
Are you one of God's radical few? Through The Eye of the Shaman is a handbook
for emerging Masters following the Path Less often Traveled

Through the Eye of the Soul
Here are dreams and tales of trivial and great matters throughout all my life; of
great figures of the past in literature, philosophy, politics, science, mathematics,
art; of friends of my youth and of my broken heart; dreams of other worlds, other
me's that might have been or still may be even if beyond our touch; writers and
books that enchanted me; my reflections on religion, God, the Roman Catholic
Church, Judaism and other faiths; thoughts of hostility Jews have faced throughout
the ages, of the vows of Israel's destruction and of Israel's eternal imbroglio with
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the Palestinians; as well as, yes, of life and death, of my death at age 10 in a world
that might have been and almost was; of the Charleston I knew and loved as a
child, of free will and determinism. In a word, what you will find in these pages is
me, - and you will find a little of yourself.

Through the Eye of the Needle
This book is a new experience in poetry with Spanish and English poems of varying
themes and sizes, but with many sonnets. The sonnet form has not been used
much in recent years but has again surfaced as a succinct way to express oneself
poetically. Although these sonnets are not exactly like the ones of old of
Elizabethan and Italian forms, they are an experiment in fourteen-line verse for our
day.

Through the Eye of the Tiger
This is the real deal nowI am not trying to persuade anyone or change their minds.
I am simply telling the truth! This is The inside on the forgotten and taboo cultural
history and the forgotten art of respect for one another and the inside views and
explanations of people of mixed heritages and their life encounters, how other
ethnic groups treat one another, and how they think of other groups in society. The
ugly truth about man and prejudice as well as how to love and accept other
cultures, what to do with your mixed childs hair and skin care products, as well as
important people in each of the main cultures of whites, blacks, Asians, Native
Americans, and Hispanics. People you never heard of that made great
contributions to our present day world, as well as women who, against the odds of
man, contributed greatly to our present-day society. Women who were told not to
do so, but they did it with determination and courage! Experience the hidden
secret of each culture that can only be shared and protected by that culture as a
group. A glossary of the meanings of words in the book, as well as every ethnic
derogatory word from A to Z.

Through the Eyes of the Pack
There are many questions that fishermen ask themselves. Why do certain lures
appeal to certain types of fish? How does the physical make-up of a type of fish
affect its hunting strategy? Do fish learn to avoid lures and hooks? In Through the
Fish’s Eye, these questions, and much more are answered. A classic book written
by some of the best names in the business, Through the Fish’s Eye offers a new
perspective on the art of fishing by breaking down the behavior of the fish and
tying it into their biological make-up. Skyhorse Publishing is proud to publish a
broad range of books for fishermen. Our books for anglers include titles that focus
on fly fishing, bait fishing, fly-casting, spin casting, deep sea fishing, and surf
fishing. Our books offer both practical advice on tackle, techniques, knots, and
more, as well as lyrical prose on fishing for bass, trout, salmon, crappie, baitfish,
catfish, and more. While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times
bestseller or a national bestseller, we are committed to publishing books on
subjects that are sometimes overlooked by other publishers and to authors whose
work might not otherwise find a home.
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Through the Eyes of the Spirit
In a stunning, full-color visual argument for protecting the environment, the
photographer behind Through the Eyes of Gods: An Aerial Vision of Africa trains his
lenses on the landforms, wildlife and manmade objects of the Arctic regions,
capturing the dramatic and surprising diversity of brilliant colors and unexpected
subjects.

Through the Eye of the Needle
Clay Barton gained access to temporarily declassified past life regression protocols
used by the CIA when he worked at the Stanford Research Institute. Since then he
has been something of an armchair treasure hunter, conducting hypnotic past life
regressions on people. Shali Faisal and Clay take their roaming reincarnation
parapsychology practice direct to their subjects and guide them through their past
lives. They coax out information about lost valuables or hidden treasures from long
ago. The subjects remember almost nothing of their reincarnation sessions so the
rewards are all theirs for the taking. They heard whispers about a collection of
“hidden writings” that have ties to the rumored secrets of the universe. Upon
finally finding these treasures, they are confronted by a unidentifiable, secretive
nemesis intent on stopping them. Despite being aided by a benevolent ally, they
are repeatedly blocked from their goal.

Through the Eye of the Coin
This book traces the unique and remarkable life of Shony Alex Braun. As a boy of
four, he becomes lost in the Transylvanian forest and encounters a group of
gypsies who enchant him with their musical instruments. This launches his love
and fascination for the violin. He eagerly learns to play the violin, and by age
eleven he makes his debut on Radio Bucharest. His dreams of further study are cut
short by Nazi oppression and the deportation of him at thirteen and his family to
Auschwitz. The violin miraculously saves his life in the death camp of Dachau and
then after liberation, the violin brings him back from the brink of death as he
recovers from a gunshot wound, blood poisoning, tuberculosis and malnutrition. He
meets a charming girl in the recovery hospital and begins a new life with her as his
wife in the United States. Shony goes on to become a prolific composer, Hollywood
performer, concert soloist and Pulitzer Prize nominee. His faith in God and his
courage to survive will inspire you. Shony's loving concern for others with help you
realize there is good in the world.

Through the Third Eye
In 2003 Kent Annan left behind his prosperous, comfortable upbringing to face the
world beyond its gates, where people wear his cast-off clothing and seek comfort
from the heat in the long shadow of his homeland. Haiti, apparently, was where
God wanted him. Of course, just because God wants you somewhere doesn't mean
it's going to be easy. Little did he know how important his work would be. Now, in
the aftermath of the 2010 earthquake, Annan's experience living and working in
Haiti has become a powerful resource for those looking to learn more about this
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amazing country and find out how they can help Haiti rebuild and thrive. In this
book you'll enter into Annan's experience traveling and working in Haiti, and
ultimately you'll be challenged to follow God into uncharted territory on a path that
may lead to your local soup kitchen--or to a Haitian relief settlement. Either way,
you'll learn what it means to become vulnerable in order to help others and share
the embodied love of Christ. Read Following Jesus Through the Eye of the Needle
for a vivid picture of the Haiti Annan knows, the good work happening there
through organizations like Haiti Partners, and the ways you can get involved.
Whether you go or stay, you'll get a fresh sense of what it means to love God and
love our neighbor when love is uncomfortable, even dangerous; to see what
happens when God stretches you beyond your borders into his kingdom.

Through the Eye of the Shaman
Alec Mutz’s childhood came to an end in 1939, when Nazi soldiers marched into his
hometown of Tarnobrzeg, Poland. His life would never be the same. Within a
matter of months his family was torn apart, and ten-year-old Alec found himself
struggling to survive alongside his father, Samuel. Through the Eye of a Needle
chronicles the life of a child who is forced to come of age in some of Hitler’s most
notorious concentration camps. Witness to countless acts of barbarity, he endures
slave labor, beatings, starvation, and forced marching during his six years of
incarceration. Yet with the support of his father, he lives to see the end of one of
history’s most epic human tragedies.

Through the Eyes of the Vikings
Learn the steps to building meaningful relationships with loved ones, friends, and
colleagues with this innovative guide. Though leaving the comfort zone of
relationships is a challenge, doing so can provide enlightenment on key areas
requiring improvement. Revealing insight, powerful anecdotes, and illuminating
exercises show that half-hearted responses are insufficient, and that successful
relationships require responsibility, focus, and commitment.

Through the Eye of the Needle
Imagine you've just entered the parking garage of your office building one
morning, you step out of the car, still a little sleepy-eyed, lock the door with your
remote and turn around: There staring in your face is a camel, with profoundly soft,
gentle eyes, silhouetted against a setting sun. The parking lot? Gone. Your office
building? Doesn't exist anymore. And your hum-drum 9-to-5? Gone too. No, this is
not the Twilight Zone, it's what this book Through the Eye of A Needle is about: The
transformation of our hum-drum existence into the miraculous -- and you don't
even have to buy expensive tickets and fly to Egypt for it to happen, the
transformation can begin right in the middle of this sentence you're reading -- like
turning around in a parking garage one hum-drum morning and staring at a camel.
And if that were not not good enough, the book won't even cost you that much:
$39.95 (and as everybody knows if you wait long enough, Amazon will sell it to you
for a third of that price.) So what's this book about again? Read the inside flap of
the dust cover, it will tell you: It's about "the union of the sacred and the profane.
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Beginning with a brief reconnaisance of prehistoric caves at Chauvet and winding
its way through ancient Egyptian hieroglyphs, [the book] asks a simple question:
What do these images really mean?" The book's punchline (which you won't find
here) relating to the secret teachings of Lao Tzu, Buddha, Moses, Christ and Plato
will simply astonish you -- and (depending on your type -- negative, positive,
neutral) maybe even please you.

Through the Eye of a Needle
Dr. Robert Ghost Wolf is not a singular formulated thought. God is the truth in all
thought. There are those who would challange your right to live in the freedom of
Being. They would try to pull you back into the murk and mire, only to justify their
own struggles with owning their self-truth and worth. Daring to have your very own
thought makes you different. It makes you in many ways the "Outcast" the "Misfit"
Are you one of God's radical few? Through The Eye of the Shaman is a handbook
for emerging Masters following the Path Less often Traveled

Through the Eye of the Eagle
Is there anything beyond this life? Through the Eye of the Soul is a collection of
stories from everyday people that affirms a belief that indeed there is a life beyond
and a loving connection between souls. “Through the Eye of the Soul is a
persuasive collection of those personal stories that invite us into the unity of life
and death, the unity of all God’s creation.” —Janet Grill, MDiv, retired pastor of St.
Andrews Lutheran Church “Through the Eye of the Soul is a interwoven chronicle of
a lifelong learner. The stories that she has culled along her path leave us with the
uncanny and reassuring sense that we are not alone in our life journey.” —Betsy
Mazzoni, MSW, MPA, assistant executive director of Bethany Hospice “As a mother
grieving the loss of her sons, I found comfort and assurance in each story I read.
My belief in an afterlife was strengthened as well as my belief that our connection
with our loved ones never dies.” —Kathi A. Leddy, BS, volunteer coordinator Come
read and share in moving stories that seek to touch your heart and fill you with
hope.

Seeing Through the eye of the Master: Judge Not
Time was running out for Bob Kinnaird. Without much warning, the Hunter - the
green protoplasmic alien that lived inside him and cured all his ills - had suddenly
become his destroyer. Day by day Bob grew weaker and weaker, but only
specialists from the Hunter's distant world would know what was wrong with him
and, more importantly, how to save him. But the only way searchers from his
planet could find him was to locate his missing spaceship . . . a spaceship that had
crashed beneath the ocean years before, its location still very much a mystery.
Once again leading an investigation against time - as he had done so many years
before - the Hunter knew he had to find comrades and find them fast . . . before
someone murdered his best friend.

Through the Eye of a Needle
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“Poems of Love and Life as seen through the eyes of the heart” is a collection of
the feelings you experience in your total being, your body and your soul. The
moment when you meet that one in a million person or when you look at a piece of
nature and it seems to look back at you. An unexplainable tingle you get in your
spine when you see a leaf moving but cannot see the wind that’s pushing it. Or
that feeling you get when you think of a loved one who’s moved on and you know
in your heart they are standing next to you. In other words, the truths and beliefs
of your mind.

Through the Eye of the Storm
As blind child prodigy Bartholomew grows up, regains his sight at thirteen, and sets
out to transform the lives of everyone around him, Junior Cain, a serial killer and
rapist who believes that Bartholomew is his nemesis, goes on a hunt to kill him.

Through the Eye of the Storm
In the beginning, we were created in God’s own image according to Genesis 1:27;
“So God created man in his own image, in the image of God created he them. That
means we were created as a spirit. So even before we inhabited our bodies as the
Word of God says in Genesis 2:7, we were taught by God the Father. (John 6:45; “It
is written in the prophets, and they shall be all taught of God. Every man therefore
that hath heard, and hath learned of the Father, cometh unto me.) The Prophetic
allows us to move in the realm of the spirit in such a dimension that we are able to
see, smell, taste, hear, and even touch. (Read Hebrews 5:14) As we begin to walk
and live in the spirit as the Word of God says in chapter 5 of Galatians, we need
the understanding and the revelations by The Spirit and Truth. I have written this
book in hopes of giving understanding in the way God has shown me. May the Lord
Jesus Christ bless you as you read “The Prophetic Through the Eye of the Eagle.”

Women Beatings Through The Eyes Of The Abuser
A sweeping intellectual history of the role of wealth in the church in the last days of
the Roman Empire Jesus taught his followers that it is easier for a camel to go
through the eye of a needle than for a rich man to enter heaven. Yet by the fall of
Rome, the church was becoming rich beyond measure. Through the Eye of a
Needle is a sweeping intellectual and social history of the vexing problem of wealth
in Christianity in the waning days of the Roman Empire, written by the world's
foremost scholar of late antiquity. Peter Brown examines the rise of the church
through the lens of money and the challenges it posed to an institution that
espoused the virtue of poverty and called avarice the root of all evil. Drawing on
the writings of major Christian thinkers such as Augustine, Ambrose, and Jerome,
Brown examines the controversies and changing attitudes toward money caused
by the influx of new wealth into church coffers, and describes the spectacular acts
of divestment by rich donors and their growing influence in an empire beset with
crisis. He shows how the use of wealth for the care of the poor competed with older
forms of philanthropy deeply rooted in the Roman world, and sheds light on the
ordinary people who gave away their money in hopes of treasure in heaven.
Through the Eye of a Needle challenges the widely held notion that Christianity's
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growing wealth sapped Rome of its ability to resist the barbarian invasions, and
offers a fresh perspective on the social history of the church in late antiquity.

Through the Eye of the Needle
The reader may ask, How did you get here or through? The tragic nature of the
event on which this memoir sprang in 1951, the multiple relocations from my birth
village to the second and third villages, the weeks and months spent in boarding
schools in Bas-Congo from age five to twenty, while spending vacation days in
villages and towns, all sharpened my sense of observation and reflection.
Therefore, my brain got me here and through. Moreover, this book documents my
life which, like a cotton thread made of tiny pieces of fiber, exceptionally passes
through the eye of the needle. The nineteen chapters elaborate on and share
certain reasons and ways of acting: walking on the sides of family members or kins
who believed in conforming to and respecting ancestral and clanic traditions;
working with teachers in Kikongo, my first language, French, my almost first
language, and later, English, my third language, during pre- and post-Congolese
independence; putting in ninety-five percent of academic perspiration and relying
on five percent of inspiration; adapting to life circumstances, and last but not least,
depending on Christian beliefs and sense of cooperation.

Through the Eye of a Needle
Life’s journeys are often unplanned, yet there is comfort in knowing God is in
control. I expected to grow up, to marry, and to have children, but never expected
to send those two sons to war or be diagnosed with cancer requiring a bone
marrow transplant. Life is full of the unexpected and, therefore, it becomes quite a
ride!

Through the Eye of a Jew - Volume I
"Here, the voice of Heeni, a relative of the current Maori Queen, chronicles the
history of the Maori of New Zealand and the adaptations they have made to
survive as a group in the modern world."--Jacket.

The Prophetic through the Eye of the Eagle
Through the Eyes of the Spirit
Through the Eye of a Needle
Time was running out for Bob Kinnaird. Without much warning, the Hunter - the
green protoplasmic alien that lived inside him and cured all his ills - had suddenly
become his destroyer. Day by day Bob grew weaker and weaker, but only
specialists from the Hunter's distant world would know what was wrong with him
and, more importantly, how to save him. But the only way searchers from his
planet could find him was to locate his missing spaceship . . . a spaceship that had
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crashed beneath the ocean years before, its location still very much a mystery.
Once again leading an investigation against time - as he had done so many years
before - the Hunter knew he had to find comrades and find them fast . . . before
someone murdered his best friend.

Through the Eye of the Tiger
Cholene EspinozaóAir Force Academy graduate, former U-2 reconnaissance pilot,
and embedded Iraq War journalistórediscovers hope and purpose in the aftermath
of Hurricane Katrina. With her partner, a close friend, and a truck packed with
supplies, Espinoza drives into the Deep South with misgivings and self-doubt. Once
in DeLisle, Mississippi, she meets Rev. Rosemary Williams, pastor of the Mt. Zion
Methodist Church. Williams is at the center of local relief efforts, and from her
damaged church she gives survivors comfortónot just spiritual comfort, but food,
shelter, clothing, and love. Espinoza finds her own struggles overwhelmed and
transformed by the stories of Katrinaís survivors. Espinoza details the seemingly
insurmountable red tape, systemic barriers, and inequities in disaster assistance
for people who have no means to complain or demand better. Common
stereotypes about race, religion, poverty, government assistance, single
parenthoodóeven our notions of charityóare challenged when seen Through the
Eye of the Storm. This is a story of loss and recovery, of the ravages of disaster
and the healing power of community.

Through the Fish's Eye
Fifteen-year-old Samantha has just accepted Jesus Christ as her Savior when she
becomes curious about an old cottage on her parents' land that seems to beckon
her to come inside. One day after questioning her father about the cottage, he tells
her about Mrs. May, the woman with a steadfast faith in God who once lived there.
Now even more curious, Samantha knows she must see what is in that house. After
her first visit to the cottage goes horribly wrong, Mrs. May's spirit comes to
Samantha in several dreams, eventually informing her she is ready to fulfill her
destiny and where to find a box hidden under the cottage's floorboards with
contents that cannot be revealed until it is God's time--and with the power to
impact the world. Now in a vicious battle with an enemy desperate to keep the
box's contents a secret, Samantha must risk everything to retrieve the box before
the cottage is torn down by her father. Only one question remains: what is in the
box that the enemy does not want her to have? In this inspirational tale, a
teenager who is unwittingly beckoned into a new future filled with danger and a
powerful foe is about to learn that it is God's will, not hers, that will guide her
destiny.

Poems of Love and Life as seen through the eyes of the heart
In this fast-paced, pressure-packed, and turbulent world--where truth has become
subjective, and living the Christian life with an uncompromising perspective has
become a challenge for the child of Godnothing compares with sitting down with
God through the pages of His word, and beholding Him through the eyes of the
Spirit in a way that opens the Fathers heart to you in a refreshing way. This book
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does exactly that. It takes the reader, pulls you into compelling stories told with an
African perspective, and brings you into the presence of the Most High; where you
are left with no other option but to surrender to the majesty of Christ Jesus, our
Savior and Lord, who is worthy of all our praise and worship for victorious living.

Through the Eye of the Storm
A landmark work of theology, exploring 14 key theological themes - such as
creation, grace, death and judgement - from the perspective of children.
Challenging conventional readings of theology, this work challenges those who
care about children and their place in the world and the church.

Through the Eye of a Needle
A globe-spanning history of sewing, embroidery, and the people who have used a
needle and thread to make their voices heard In 1970s Argentina, mothers
marched in headscarves embroidered with the names of their “disappeared”
children. In Tudor, England, when Mary, Queen of Scots, was under house arrest,
her needlework carried her messages to the outside world. From the political
propaganda of the Bayeux Tapestry, World War I soldiers coping with PTSD, and
the maps sewn by schoolgirls in the New World, to the AIDS quilt, Hmong story
clothes, and pink pussyhats, women and men have used the language of sewing to
make their voices heard, even in the most desperate of circumstances. Threads of
Life is a chronicle of identity, protest, memory, power, and politics told through the
stories of needlework. Clare Hunter, master of the craft, threads her own narrative
as she takes us over centuries and across continents—from medieval France to
contemporary Mexico and the United States, and from a POW camp in Singapore to
a family attic in Scotland—to celebrate the age-old, universal, and underexplored
beauty and power of sewing. Threads of Life is an evocative and moving book
about the need we have to tell our story.

Through the Eyes of the East: Inspirational Poems
Domestic Violence has plagued America as well as other countries. The author
speaks out of his own experience of being the abuser in explicit detail of violent
acts that he himself had done being possessed by the spirits of rage, anger,
conceit, unforgiveness, enmity, jealousy, along with an explosive revengeful
behavior. The author's lifestyle has led him down a road that he is not proud of, but
he feels that exposure of these events will help change lives, he is on a quest to
destroy the tactics and the plots and schemes that Satan has contrived upon the
men and women of this day and age. The author George Love has one other
published book titled Who Do You Say I Am? Be brave and not enslaved to
Domestic Violence. For if you know not what you're fighting, how can you fight it?
You cannot understand what you don't know. Neither can you aim, at what you
cannot see.
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